
Bedroom furniture to  
minimize concealment areasACUMEN
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Continuous hinges minimize 
ligature risks  right  

Curved door tops and optional 
sloping top prevent climbing and 
allow inspection right

Half-depth shelf with groove 
instead of clothes rail to 
minimize ligature risks  above

Inset handles reduce ligature 
risks  above

Enclosed underside eliminates 
concealment opportunities  
below

Drawer fronts 
are inset into the 
cabinet for added 
durability left

Acumen has been specially 
designed for challenging 
environments with reduced-
ligature features and 
minimized concealment 
opportunities.

Security fixings to 
deter tampering

Strong cam and dowel construction 
with glued wooden dowels for 

added durability

ACUMEN
Thick bottom creates 
added rigidity

Heavy-duty drawer 
runners with 88 lbs. load 
carrying capacity
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ACUMEN WHITE 
3

2

1

KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS

  Heavily weighted to deter misuse

a	 	Double thickness drawer fronts with 
thick back and sides and drawer bottoms 
resulting in very robust drawers 

  Specially designed to minimize concealment 
areas  
(e.g. underside, between drawers)

  Scalloped handles, piano hinges and 
curved door tops reduce ligature risks

a	 	1” thick tops and walnut melamine-faced carcase

  Half-depth shelf with a groove instead of 
clothes rail to minimize ligature risks

  Heavy-duty drawer runners (rated to 88 lbs.)

  Security fixings to prevent tampering

  Smooth, rounded corners for safety

a	 	Locks to doors and drawers for security

a	 	Wardrobes available with sloping 
top box to prevent climbing

a	 	Also available in Hickory finish with Gray doors

	 	  

Acumen desk
1AUD-400-WW 
28.9”H | 42.7”W | 19”D
Weight: 174 lbs.

Acumen bedside cabinet
1AUB-101-WW 
23.4”H | 17.7”W | 19”D
Weight: 80.5 lbs.

Acumen wide chest
1AUC-400-WW 
32.9”H | 31.9”W | 19”D
Weight: 180.5 lbs.

Acumen wall mirror
1AUK-001-W 
19.7”H | 23.6”W
Weight: 13 lbs.

Acumen 2-door wardrobe
1AUW2-001-WW 
70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
Weight: 242.5 lbs.

Acumen combination wardrobe
1AUWC-001-WW 
70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
Weight: 306.5 lbs.
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ACUMEN GRAY  
3

2

1

KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS

  Heavily weighted to deter misuse

a	 	Double thickness drawer fronts with 
thick back and sides and drawer bottoms 
resulting in very robust drawers 

  Specially designed to minimize concealment 
areas  
(e.g. underside, between drawers)

  Scalloped handles, piano hinges and 
curved door tops reduce ligature risks

a	 	1” thick tops and hickory melamine-faced carcase

  Half-depth shelf with a groove instead of 
clothes rail to minimize ligature risks

  Heavy-duty drawer runners (rated to 88 lbs.)

  Security fixings to prevent tampering

  Smooth, rounded corners for safety

a	 	Locks to doors and drawers for security

a	 	Wardrobes available with sloping 
top box to prevent climbing

a	 	Also available in Walnut finish with White doors

	 	  

Acumen desk
1AUD-400-HG 
28.9”H | 42.7”W | 19”D
Weight: 174 lbs.

Acumen wall mirror
1AUK-001-H 
19.7”H | 23.6”W
Weight: 13 lbs.

Acumen bedside cabinet
1AUB-101-HG 
23.4”H | 17.7”W | 19”D
Weight: 80.5 lbs.

Acumen wide chest
1AUC-400-HG
32.9”H | 31.9”W | 19”D
Weight: 180.5 lbs.

Acumen 2-door wardrobe
1AUW2-001-HG 
70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
Weight: 242.5 lbs.

Acumen combination wardrobe
1AUWC-001-HG 
70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
Weight: 306.5 lbs.
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	 		Created without doors or draws to 

further reduce ligature risk

a	 		Heavily weighted to deter misuse

  Specially designed to minimize 
concealment areas (e.g. underside)

a	 	1” thick tops and melamine-faced carcase

a	 	Half-depth shelf with a groove instead of 
clothes rail to minimize ligature risks

a	 	Stepped shelves to deter climbing

a	 	Fastened shelves with reinforcement 
panels to prevent misuse

  Security fixings to prevent tampering

a	 	Wardrobes available with sloping 
top box to prevent climbing

a	 	Available in Hickory and Walnut finish

ACUMEN OPEN 
3

2

1

Designed without doors 

and drawers to further 

reduce ligature risks

Acumen Open desk
1AUOD-400
28.9”H | 42.7”W | 19”D
Weight: 172 lbs.

Acumen Open wardrobe
1AUOWH-001
70.8”H | 36.4”W | 25”D
Weight: 299 lbs.

Acumen Open bedside cabinet
1AUOB-200
23.4”H | 17.7”W | 19”D
Weight: 79.5 lbs.

Acumen Open wide chest
1AUOC-400
32.9”H | 31.9”W | 19”D
Weight: 177.5 lbs.
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Acumen wall mounted headboard
1AUH-002
34.6”H | 44”W | 2.4”D

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	 	Heavyweight to deter misuse

a	 	1” side panels for strength with 
solid reinforced under rails

a	 	Enclosed base to minimize 
concealment opportunities

a	 	Smooth rounded corners for safety

a	 	Available in Hickory and Walnut finish

Acumen single bed
1AUA-101
17.5”H | 78.8”L | 39.3”W
Weight: 209 lbs.

Acumen headboard
1AUH-001
23.5”H | 39.3”W | 0.7”D

ACUMEN BED 
3

2

1



See for 
yourself...
To arrange a demonstration or book a visit to 
our showroom, please call 800.496.9324

Pineapple Contracts Inc., 2149 Avon Industrial Dr., Rochester Hills, MI 48309

800.496.9324

inquiries@pineapplecontracts.com

us.pineapplecontracts.com
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